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A SKOLEM-MAHLER-LECH THEOREM IN POSITIVE
CHARACTERISTIC AND FINITE AUTOMATA
HARM DERKSEN
Abstract. Lech proved in 1953 that the set of zeroes of a linear recurrence sequence
in a field of characteristic 0 is the union of a finite set and finitely many infinite
arithmetic progressions. This result is known as the Skolem-Mahler-Lech theorem.
Lech gave a counterexample to a similar statement in positive characteristic. We
will present some more pathological examples. We will state and prove a correct
analog of the Skolem-Mahler-Lech theorem in positive characteristic. The zeroes of a
recurrence sequence in positive characteristic can be described using finite automata.
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1. Introduction
Suppose that R is a commutative ring (with 1) and M is a (left) R-module. An infi-
nite M-sequence is an element in MN, where N = {0, 1, 2, . . .} is the set of nonnegative
integers. We say that a ∈MN satisfies an R-recurrence relation of order d if there exist
γ0, γ1, . . . , γd−1 ∈ R such that
(1) a(n + d) = γd−1a(n+ d− 1) + γd−2a(n + d− 2) + · · ·+ γ0a(n)
for all n ∈ N. We will call such a sequence an R-recurrence sequence. The smallest
nonnegative integer d for which a ∈ MN satisfies a recurrence relation of the form (1)
The author was partially supported by NSF grant, DMS 0349019.
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is called the order of the recurrence sequence a. For a sequence a ∈ MN we define its
set of zeroes by
Z(a) = {n ∈ N | a(n) = 0}.
An infinite arithmetic progression is a set of the form m+nN where m ∈ N and n a
positive integer. The following result is the celebrated Skolem-Mahler-Lech theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that K is a field of characteristic 0 and a ∈ KN is a K-
recurrence sequence. Then Z(a) is the union of a finite set and finitely many infinite
arithmetic progressions.
This theorem was proved by Skolem ([22]) for K = Q (the rational numbers), in
1934, by Mahler ([13]) in 1935 for K = Q (the algebraic numbers) and by Lech for
arbitrary fields of characteristic 0 ([11, 14]) in 1953. See also [8, §2.1]. All proofs use
an embedding of K into the p-adic completion Qp of Q.
It is possible to bound the number of arithmetic progressions, and the size of the
finite set in Theorem 1.1 (see [20, 21] and [6, Theorem 1.2]). Nevertheless it is still
an open problem whether Z(a) can always be determined for a given K-recurrence
sequence a ∈ KN where K is a field of characteristic 0. In particular, it is not known
if it is decidable whether Z(a) = ∅.
The Skolem-Mahler-Lech theorem can be slightly generalized as follows:
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that R is a Q-algebra, M is a left R-module and a ∈ MN is
an R-recurrence sequence. Then Z(a) is the union of a finite set and finitely many
infinite arithmetic progressions.
In this paper we will focus on sequences in fields of positive characteristic. For a
prime power q we denote the field with q elements by Fq. We also define F0 = Q. Let p
be a prime number. It was noted by Lech ([11]) that the Skolem-Mahler-Lech theorem
without any modifications is false in positive characteristic:
Example 1.3. The sequence a ∈ Fp(x)
N defined by
a(n) = (x+ 1)n − xn − 1
is an Fp(x)-recurrence sequence. The sequence satisfies
a(n+ 3) = (2x+ 2)a(n + 2)− (x2 + 3x+ 1)a(n+ 1) + (x2 + x)a(n)
for all n ∈ N. The zero set
Z(a) = {pn | n ∈ N}
is clearly not the union of a finite set and a finite number of arithmetic progressions.
Examples such as Example 1.3 do not yet reveal all the pathologies that appear in
positive characteristic. The following example is new and stranger.
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Example 1.4. Define a ∈ Fp(x, y, z)
N by
a(n) = (x+ y + z)n − (x+ y)n − (x+ z)n − (y + z)n + xn + yn + zn.
We have (see Proposition 3.2)
Z(a) = {pn | n ∈ N} ∪ {pn + pm | n,m ∈ N}.
In [16], Masser gave similar examples of what he calls “nested Frobenius type so-
lutions” to linear equations over groups in positive characteristic (also called S-unit
equations).
In order to describe the zero sets of linear recurrence sequences in positive charac-
teristic, we make the following definition.
Definition 1.5. Let p be a prime number and q = pe for some positive integer e.
Suppose that d ≥ 1, c0, c1, . . . , cd ∈ Q with (q− 1)ci ∈ Z for all i, c0+ c1+ · · ·+ cd ∈ Z
and ci 6= 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , d. Then we define
S˜q(c0; c1, . . . , cd) = {c0 + c1q
k1 + c2q
k2 + · · ·+ cdq
kd | k1, k2, . . . , kd ∈ N}
and
Sq(c0; c1, . . . , cd) = S˜q(c0; c1, . . . , cd) ∩ N.
The conditions on c0, c1, . . . , cd imply that
(q − 1)(c0 + c1q
k1 + c2q
k2 + · · ·+ cdq
kd) =
= (q − 1)c0 + ((q − 1)c1)q
k1 + ((q − 1)c2)q
k2 + · · ·+ ((q − 1)cd)q
kd ≡
≡ (q − 1)c0 + (q − 1)c1 + · · ·+ (q − 1)cd = (q − 1)(c0 + c1 + · · ·+ cd) ≡ 0 mod (q − 1).
It follows that S˜q(c0; c1, . . . , cd) ⊆ Z. If c1, c2, . . . , cd are all negative, then Sq(c0; c1, . . . , cd)
is finite.
Definition 1.6. If ci > 0 for some i with 1 ≤ i ≤ d, then Sq(c0; c1, . . . , cd) is called an
elementary p-nested set of order d. A p-nested set of order ≤ d is a union of a finite
set and finitely many elementary p-nested sets of order ≤ d. A p-nested set of order
≤ d is said to have order d if is not a p-nested set of order ≤ d− 1.
We say that two sets S, T are equal up to a finite set if the symmetric difference
(S \ T ) ∪ (T \ S) is finite.
Definition 1.7. We will call a subset of N p-normal of order d if it is, up to a finite
set, equal to the union of a p-nested set of order d and finitely many infinite arithmetic
progressions.
We are now ready to state the main results of this paper.
Theorem 1.8. Suppose that K is a field of characteristic p > 0. If a ∈ KN is a
K-recurrence sequence of order d, then Z(a) is p-normal of order ≤ d− 2.
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In the proof we will first show that Z(a) is a p-automatic set (a useful notion from
theoretical computer science), using a technique reminiscent of Frobenius splitting. The
structure of the automaton that produces Z(a) turns out to be very special. Using this
we will be able to show that Z(a) is p-normal. Our approach in positive characteristic is
entirely different from the techniques in the proof of the Skolem-Mahler-Lech theorem
in characteristic 0.
Theorem 1.8 can be generalized to recurrence sequences in modules over Fp-algebras.
Theorem 1.9. Suppose that p is a prime number, R is an Fp-algebra, M is a left
R-module and a ∈MN is an R-recurrence sequence of order d. Then Z(a) is p-normal
of order ≤ d− 2.
We will reduce Theorem 1.9 to Theorem 1.8.
An advantage of our proof of Theorem 1.8 is that, unlike in characteristic 0, all the
steps in the proof are effective:
Theorem 1.10. Let p be a prime. Given a field K which is finitely generated over Fp
and a K-recurrence sequence a ∈ KN, we can effectively determine Z(a).
In other words there exists an algorithm which, given K and an explicit recurrence
relation for the sequence a ∈ KN, produces Z(a) in finite time. The format of the
output is an explicit description of Z(a) in terms of finite sets, arithmetic progressions
and elementary p-nested sets as in the definition of a p-normal set (see Definition 1.7).
Some results are known about the density of the zeroes of recurrence sequences in
positive characteristic. For a subset S ⊆ N, define
δS(n) := max
m∈N
|S ∩ {m,m+ 1, . . . , m+ n− 1}|.
The upper Banach density of S is defined by
δ+(S) = lim sup
n→∞
δ(n)
n
.
Suppose that K is a field of characteristic p > 0 and a ∈ KN is a K-recurrence sequence
of order d such that Z(a) does not contain any infinite arithmetic progressions. It was
proved in [2] that δ+(Z(a)) = 0. In other words, we have δZ(a)(n) = o(n). (We use
here the standard big O, little o, Ω, ω notations:
f(n) = O(g(n)) means lim supn→∞ |f(n)/g(n)| <∞,
f(n) = o(g(n)) means limn→∞ f(n)/g(n) = 0,
f(n) = Ω(g(n)) means lim infn→∞ |f(n)/g(n)| > 0,
f(n) = ω(g(n)) means limn→∞ g(n)/f(n) = 0
.
for any real-valued functions f, g ∈ RN.)
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Indeed, if δ+(Z(a)) > 0, then by Szemere´di’s theorem (see [25, 7]) Z(a) contains
arithmetic progressions of arbitrary length. But then Z(a) contains an infinite arith-
metic progression (see Corollary 2.2), which contradicts our assumptions. From effec-
tive estimates for δZ(a)(n) in [23, 24] and [8, Theorem 5.9] follows that
δZ(a)(n) = O(n
1−∆(n)),
where ∆(d) is defined by ∆(2) = 1 and
∆(d+ 1) =
∆(⌊d
2
⌋ + 1)
⌊d
2
⌋+ 1
for d ≥ 2. One can show that ∆(d) ≥ exp(−c log2(d)) for some constant c (see [23]). In
[8, §2.5] it was suggested that δZ(a)(n) might have a logarithmic upper bound. Although
an upper bound O(log(n)) is impossible because of Example 1.4, Theorem 1.8 implies
the following result.
Corollary 1.11. Suppose that K is a field of characteristic p > 0 and a ∈ KN is an
K-recurrence sequence of order d. If Z(a) does not contain any infinite arithmetic
progressions, then
δZ(a)(n) = O(log(n)
d−2).
Acknowledgement. I would like to thank Jason Bell for inspiring discussions,
Andreas Blass for help on finite automata and regular languages, and Jeff Lagarias
and David Masser for useful comments.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we give some definitions and elementary facts about linear recurrence
sequences. Let R be a ring and M be an R-module. We define the shift operator
E :MN →MN by
(Ea)(n) := a(n+ 1), n ∈ N,
for all a ∈ MN. Scalar multiplication makes MN into a left R-module. Using the shift
operator, we may view MN as a left R[E]-module, where R[E] is the polynomial ring
over R. Suppose that a ∈MN. Then the recurrence relation (1) is equivalent to
P (E) · a = 0,
where
P (E) = Ed − γd−1E
d−1 − γd−2E
d−2 − · · · − γ1E − γ0.
We call P (E) the companion polynomial of the recurrence relation (1).
For j, k ∈ N we define Lkj : N→ N by
Lkj (n) = kn + j.
We define the operator T kj : M
N →MN by
T kj a = a ◦ L
k
j .
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So we have
(T kj a)(n) = a(L
k
j (n)) = a(kn + j).
Note that E = T 11 . We have the relation
(2) ETmj = T
m
j E
m.
Suppose that R is a commutative ring and P (T ), Q(T ) ∈ R[T ] are given by
P (T ) = αnT
n + αn−1T
n−1 + · · ·+ α0
Q(T ) = βmT
m + βm−1T
m−1 + · · ·+ β0
where α0, . . . , αn, β0, . . . , βm ∈ R and αn, βm 6= 0. The resultant ResT (P (T ), Q(T )) is
defined as the determinant of the matrix

αn αn−1 · · · α0
αn αn−1 · · · α0
. . .
. . .
αn αn−1 · · · α0
βm βm−1 · · · β0
βm βm−1 · · · β0
. . .
. . .
βn βn−1 · · · β0


(see for example [10, IV,§8]).
Lemma 2.1. If a ∈ MN is an R-recurrence sequence of order d, then T kj a is an R-
recurrence sequence of order ≤ d.
Proof. See [8, Theorem 1.3] in the special case where R is a field. Suppose that P (E) ∈
R[E] is a monic polynomial of degree d such that P (E) · a = 0. Define Q(E), U(E) ∈
R[E] by
Q(E) = ResF (F
k − E, P (F ))
and
U(E) = ResF (F
k−1 + F k−2E + · · ·+ Ek−1, P (F )).
The polynomials (−1)d(k+1)Q(E) and (−1)d(k+1)U(E) are monic and they have degrees
d and d(k − 1) respectively. Using
F k − Ek = (F −E)(F k−1 + F k−2E + · · ·+ Ek−1)
and the multiplicative property of the resultant ([10, IX, Theorem 3.10]), we get
Q(Ek) = ResF (F
k − Ek, P (F )) =
= ResF (F − E, P (F )) ResF (F
k−1 + F k−2E + · · ·+ Ek−1, P (F )) = P (E)U(E).
From (2) follows that
Q(E)T kj a = T
k
j Q(E
k)a = T kj U(E)P (E)a = 0.
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Therefore, T kj a satisfies a recurrence relation of order d with companion polynomial is
(−1)d(k+1)Q(E). 
Corollary 2.2. If a ∈ MN is an R-recurrence sequence of order d, and
a(k) = a(k +m) = a(k + 2m) = · · · = a(k + (d− 1)m) = 0
for some k ∈ N and some positive integer m, then
a(k + im) = 0
for all i ∈ N.
Proof. The sequence b = Tmk a is an R-recurrence sequence of order ≤ d by Lemma 2.1,
and
b(0) = b(1) = · · · = b(d− 1) = 0.
Using induction and the recurrence relation for b we get a(k + im) = b(i) = 0 for
all i. 
Let us assume that M = R = K is a field and let a ∈ KN. The set
Ann(a) = {P (E) ∈ K[E] | P (E)a = 0}
is a principal ideal in K[E]. Therefore, the ideal Ann(a) is generated by a unique
monic polynomial Pa(E). We call Pa(E) the minimum polynomial of the recurrence
sequence a. The degree of Pa(E) is exactly the order of the recurrence sequence.
Suppose that
(3) Pa(E) =
r∏
i=1
(E − αi)
mi
where α1, . . . , αr are distinct roots in the algebraic closure K of K, and m1, . . . , mr are
positive integers. Then a has order d =
∑r
i=1mi. It is well known that a has the form
(4) a(n) =
r∑
i=1
mi−1∑
j=0
βi,j
(
n
j
)
αni , n ∈ N,
where βi,j ∈ K for all i, j (see for example [8, 1.1.6]). Also, any sequence a ∈ K
N of
the form (4) satisfies a recurrence relation of order d =
∑r
i=1mi and the companion
polynomial of this recurrence relation is given by (3).
Definition 2.3. The recurrence sequence a is called
• basic if 0 is not a root of Pa(E);
• nondegenerate if all roots of Pa(E) are nonzero and the quotient of any two
distinct roots is not a root of unity;
• simple if all roots of Pa(E) are distinct.
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If a is basic, then using the recurrence relation (1) backwards one can define a(n)
for all n ∈ Z. In that case (4) would be valid for all n ∈ Z if we interpret(
n
j
)
=
n(n− 1) · · · (n− j + 1)
j!
as a polynomial of degree j that is defined for all integers n.
If a is simple, then (4) takes a simpler form, namely
a(n) =
d∑
i=1
βiα
n
i , n ∈ N,
where β1, . . . , βd ∈ K.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that a ∈ KN is a K-recurrence sequence where K is a field.
(a) There exists an i such that Eia is basic.
(b) If a is basic, then there exists a positive integer k such that T kj a is nondegenerate
for all j.
(c) If a is basic and K has characteristic p > 0, then there exists a positive integer
k such that T kj a is simple and nondegenerate for all j.
Proof. Let Pa(E) be the minimum polynomial of a.
(a) We can write Pa(E) = E
iQ(E) where Q(0) 6= 0. Then Q(E)(Eia) = 0, hence
Eia is basic.
(b) Let Pa(E) as in (3). There exists a k such that for all i 6= j we have that
(αi/αj)
k = 1 if and only if αi/αj is a root of unity. Define Q(E) = ResF (E−F
k, P (F ))
as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. We have Q(E)(T kj a) = 0 for all j. The roots of Q(E)
are αk1, . . . , α
k
r . In particular, the quotient of any two distinct roots of Q(E) is not a
root of unity different from 1. This shows that T kj a is nondegenerate for all j.
(c) Let γ1, . . . , γs be distinct such that
{γ1, . . . , γs} = {α
k
1 , . . . , α
k
r}.
Let q be a power of p such that q ≥ d. Define U(E) =
∏r
i=1(E − γ
q
i ). Then Q(E)
divides
U(Eq) =
r∏
i−1
(Eq − γqi ) =
r∏
i=1
(E − γi)
q.
Because Pa(E) divides Q(E
k), it divides U(Eqk) as well. Therefore, for all j we have
U(E)(T qkj a) = T
qk
j (U(E
qk)a) = 0.
Note that U(E) has distinct roots, and any quotient of two distinct roots is not a root
of unity. It follows that T qkj a is simple and nondegenerate for all j. 
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Definition 2.5. A d-balanced subset of N is a set of the form
{m0 + k1m1 + · · ·+ kdmd | k1, . . . , kd ∈ {0, 1}},
where m0 ∈ N and m1, . . . , md are positive integers.
If m1 = m2 = · · · = md, then
{m0+k1m1+· · ·+kdmd | k1, . . . , kd ∈ {0, 1}} = {m0, m0+m1, m0+2m1, . . . , m0+dm1},
so an arithmetic progression of length d+ 1 is d-balanced.
Lemma 2.6. Suppose that K is a field and a ∈ KN is a nonzero K-recurrence sequence
of order d.
(a) If K has characteristic 0 and a ∈ KN is nondegenerate then Z(a) does not
contain a (d− 1)-balanced subset.
(b) If K has positive characteristic and a ∈ KN is simple and nondegenerate, then
Z(a) does not contain a (d− 1)-balanced subset.
Proof. Suppose that
S := {m0 + k1m1 + · · ·+ kdmd | k1, . . . , kd ∈ {0, 1}} ⊆ Z(a).
Let
Pa(E) =
d∏
i=1
(E − αi)
be the minimum polynomial of a. Define
(5) Q(E) = Em0
d−1∏
i=1
(Emi − αmii ).
If i < d, then E − αd does not divide
Emi − αmii
E − αi
= Emi−1 + αiE
mi−2 + · · ·+ αmi−1i :
In case (b), αmid 6= α
mi
i since αi/αd is not a root of unity for i = 1, 2, . . . , d − 1. In
case (a), αmid = α
mi
i implies that αd = αi. Since K has characteristic 0, E
mi − αmii is
square-free, and E − αi = E − αd does not divide (E
mi − αmii )/(E − αi).
The polynomial Pa(E) divides Q(E)(E−αd), but not Q(E). From (E−αd)Q(E)a =
0 follows that
(Q(E)a)(n) = βαnd
for some β ∈ K. If the coefficient of Ei in Q(E) is nonzero, then (5) implies that
i ∈ S and a(i) = 0. It follows that (Q(E)a)(0) is a linear combination of a(i), i ∈ S.
Therefore β = (Q(E)a)(0) = 0. But then Q(E)a = 0 and Q(E) must be divisible by
the minimum polynomial Pa(E). Contradiction. 
Theorem 1.8 can be reduced to the following theorem for simple nondegenerate
sequences.
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Theorem 2.7. If K is a field of characteristic p > 0 and a ∈ KN is a nonzero simple
nondegenerate K-recurrence sequence of order d, then Z(a) is a p-nested set of order
≤ d− 2.
Proof of Theorem 1.8. Suppose that a ∈ KN is an K-recurrence sequence of order ≤ d.
Without loss of generality we may assume that a is basic, because any linear recurrence
sequence can be changed into a basic one by changing only finitely many entries in the
sequence. There exist a positive integer k such that T kj a is simple and nondegenerate
of order ≤ d for j = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1 by Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.1. We have
(6) Z(a) =
k−1⋃
j=0
Lkj (Z(T
k
j (a)).
If T kj a = 0, then Z(T
k
j a) = N and L
k
j (Z(T
k
j a)) = L
k
j (N) = j + kN is an infinite
arithmetic progression. Otherwise, Z(T kj a) is a p-nested set of order ≤ d − 2 by
Theorem 2.7. But then Lkj (Z(T
k
j a)) is a union of a finite set and finitely many sets of
the form
Lkj (Sq(c0; c1, . . . , cr)) = Sq(j + kc0; kc1, . . . , kcr).
with q a power of p and r ≤ d − 2, hence Lkj (Z(T
k
j a)) is p-nested of order ≤ d− 2 for
all j. From (6) follows that Z(a) is p-normal of order ≤ d− 2 as well. 
3. Examples in positive characteristic
In this section we will concentrate on simple nondegenerate K-recurrence sequences
inK whereK is a field of positive characteristic. The main idea behind the construction
of various pathological examples is the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Assume that K is a field of characteristic p > 0 and q is a power
of p. Suppose that a ∈ KN is given by
a(n) =
d∑
i=1
βiα
n
i , n ∈ N,
where α1, . . . , αd, β1, . . . , βd ∈ K. If for some c0, c1, . . . , cr ∈ Z the sum
d∑
i=1
(βiα
c0
i )⊗ α
c1
i ⊗ · · · ⊗ α
cr
i ∈ K ⊗Fq K ⊗Fq ⊗ · · · ⊗Fq K︸ ︷︷ ︸
r+1
,
is equal to 0, then
Sq(c0; c1, . . . , cr) ⊆ Z(a).
Proof. Let φ : K → K be the Frobenius map defined by φ(α) = αp. Define an Fq-linear
map
ψ : K ⊗Fq K ⊗Fq · · · ⊗Fq K → K
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by
γ0 ⊗ γ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ γr 7→ γ0γ1 · · ·γr.
We have
a(c0 + c1q
k1 + · · ·+ crq
kr) =
d∑
i=1
βiα
c0
i α
c1qk1
i α
c2qk2
i · · ·α
crqkr
i =
=
r∑
i=1
ψ
(
(βiα
c0
i )⊗ α
c1qk1
i ⊗ α
c2qk2
i ⊗ · · · ⊗ α
crqkr
i
)
=
=
r∑
i=1
ψ
(
(βiα
c0
i )⊗ φ
k1(αc1i )⊗ φ
k2(αc2i )⊗ · · · ⊗ φ
kr(αcri )
)
=
= ψ
(
id⊗φk1 ⊗ φk2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ φkr
( r∑
i=1
(βiα
c0
i )⊗ α
c1
i ⊗ · · · ⊗ α
cr
i
))
=
= ψ
(
id⊗φk1 ⊗ φk2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ φkr(0)
)
= ψ(0) = 0.

Proposition 3.2. For the sequence a ∈ Fp(x, y, z) defined by
a(n) = (x+ y + z)n − (x+ y)n − (x+ z)n − (y + z)n + xn + yn + zn,
we have
Z(a) = {pn | n ∈ N} ∪ {pn + pm | n,m ∈ N}.
Proof. From
1⊗(x+y+z)+(−1)⊗(x+y)+(−1)⊗(x+z)+(−1)⊗(y+z)+1⊗x+1⊗y+1⊗z = 0
in Fp(x, y, z)⊗Fp Fp(x, y, z) and Proposition 3.1 follows that
Sp(0; 1) = {1, p, p
2, . . . } ⊆ Z(a).
One can also check that
(7)
1⊗ (x+ y + z)⊗ (x+ y + z) + (−1)⊗ (x+ y)⊗ (x+ y) + (−1)⊗ (x+ z)⊗ (x+ z)+
(−1)⊗ (y + z)⊗ (y + z) + 1⊗ x⊗ x+ 1⊗ y ⊗ y + 1⊗ z ⊗ z = 0
in Fp(x, y, z)⊗Fp Fp(x, y, z)⊗Fp Fp(x, y, z). Again from Proposition 3.1 follows that
Sp(0; 1, 1) = {p
n + pm | n,m ∈ N} ⊆ Z(a).
Conversely, if n is not a p-power or the sum of 2 powers of p then we can write
n = s + t + ul where s = pi, t = pj, u = pk, l is a positive integer not divisible by p
and i < j < k. We get
(8) (x+ y + z)n = (x+ y + z)s+t+ul = (x+ y + z)s(x+ y + z)t((x+ y + z)u)l =
= (xs + ys + zs)(xt + yt + zt)(xu + yu + zu)l
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From this it is clear the the coefficient of xsytzul in (x + y + z)n is equal to 1, so
a(n) 6= 0. 
The previous example easily generalizes to the following one.
Example 3.3. Define ad ∈ Fp(x1, . . . , xd)
N by
ad(n) :=
∑
I
(−1)d+|I|
(∑
i∈I
xi
)n
where I runs over all nonempty subsets of {1, 2, . . . , d} and |I| denotes the cardinality
of I. The set Z(ad) consists of all sums of at most d powers of p.
The phenomenon of Proposition 3.2 already appears in recurrence sequences of order
4 as the following example shows.
Example 3.4. Consider the sequence a ∈ F4(x)
N defined by
a(n) = xn + (x+ 1)n + (x+ α)n + (x+ 1 + α)n,
where α ∈ F4 \ F2. We can compute a(0) = a(1) = a(2) = 0 and a(3) = 1. This
sequence satisfies a recurrence relation of order 4, whose companion polynomial is
(E − x)(E − x− 1)(E − x− α)(E − x− 1− α) = E4 + E + (x4 + x).
The recurrence relation for a is
a(n+ 4) = a(n + 1) + (x4 + x)a(n).
Note that a is actually a sequence in the subfield F2(x) ⊆ F4(x).
We have
Z(a) = {4n + 4m | n,m ∈ N} ∪ {2 · (4n + 4m) | n,m ∈ N} ∪ {0, 1}.
In the remainder of this section we describe a construction of simple nondegenerate
recurrence sequences with many zeroes. Suppose that p is a prime and q is a power
of p. For c0, c1, . . . , cr ∈ Z, we will define a nonzero simple nondegenerate sequence
a ∈ Fq(x)
N such that
Sq(c0; c1, . . . , cr) ⊆ Z(a)
Let γ1(x), γ2(x), . . . , γs(d)(x) be all the irreducible polynomials in Fq[x] of degree ≤ d.
Define
Cd :=
{∏s(d)
i=1 γi(x)
ei
∣∣ei ∈ {0, 1} for all i}.
The set Cd has 2
s(d) elements. Let Fq[x]≤e be the space of polynomials of degree ≤ e.
Define Md,c as the Fq-vector space spanned by all γ(x)
c with γ(x) ∈ Cd. If c is a
nonnegative integer, then Md,c is contained in Fq[x]≤cds(d) and therefore
dimMd,c ≤ dimFq[x]≤cds(d) = cds(d) + 1.
If c < 0 then Md,c is contained in Md,−c(
∏s(d)
i=1 γi(x)
c). So we have
dimMd,c ≤ |c|ds(d) + 1
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for all integers c. For all c ∈ Z, the inequality
dimFq[x]≤eMd,c ≤ |c|ds(d) + e+ 1
holds. Consider the vector space
Vd,e = Fq[x]≤eMd,c0 ⊗Fq Md,c1 ⊗Fq Md,c2 ⊗Fq · · · ⊗Fq Md,cr .
We have
dimVd,e ≤ (|c0|ds(d) + e+ 1)
r∏
i=1
(|ci|ds(d) + 1).
Let Bd,e ⊆ Vd,e be the subset of all
(xiγ(x)c0)⊗ γ(x)c1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ γ(x)cr
with 0 ≤ i ≤ e and γ(x) ∈ Cd. The set Bd,e has cardinality |Bd,e| = (e+ 1)2
s(d).
Note that limd→∞ s(d) =∞. We have
|Bd,e| > dimVd,e
for d ≫ 0 because |Bd,e| depends at least exponentially on s(d) and dim Vd,e depends
at most polynomially on s(d). For d large enough, Bd,e will be dependent. This means
that there exist polynomials vγ(x) ∈ Fq[x], of degree ≤ e, not all 0, such that∑
γ(x)∈Cd
(vγ(x)γ(x)
c0)⊗ γ(x)c1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ γ(x)cr = 0.
From Proposition 3.1 follows that
Sq(c0; c1, . . . , cr) ⊆ Z(a)
where a ∈ Fq[x]
N is defined by
a(n) =
∑
γ(x)∈Cd
vγ(x)γ(x)
n.
Conjecture 3.5. If we choose e and d large enough, then there exists a choice for the
{vγ(x)} such that
Sq(c0; c1, . . . , cr) = Z(a).
Perhaps instead of choosing the vγ(x) ∈ Fq[x]≤e one should choose them in K[x]≤e
where K is a field extension of Fq containing many transcendental elements.
The converse of Theorem 1.8 is not true. For example, consider the 2-normal set
S = {2n | n ∈ N} ∪ {2n + 2m | n,m ∈ N} = {1} ∪ {2n + 2m | n,m ∈ N}.
The set S is 2-normal of order 2. However, there does not exist a recurrence sequence
a ∈ KN with Z(a) = S of order ≤ 4: Note that S contains {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} which is an
arithmetic progression of length 6. Suppose that a ∈ KN is a K-recurrence sequence
where K is a field of characteristic 0. If Z(a) = S, then Z(a) does not contain an
infinite arithmetic progression and a has order ≥ 7 by Corollary 2.2. However, we do
conjecture the following weaker converse.
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Conjecture 3.6. If S is a p-normal set, then there exists a field K of characteristic p
and a K-recurrence sequence a ∈ KN such that Z(a) = S.
Lemma 3.7. Conjecture 3.5 implies Conjecture 3.6.
Proof. Suppose Conjecture 3.5 is true. We will prove Conjecture 3.6. If we change
finitely many entries in a recurrence sequence then the sequence remains a recurrence
sequence. It follows that if S, T are equal up to a finite set and T is the zero set of a
recurrence sequence in KN, then so is S. Without loss of generality we may assume
that S is a union of finitely many infinite arithmetic progressions and a p-nested set.
Note that if a, b ∈ KN are K-recurrence sequences, then so is the product ab defined
by ab(n) = a(n)b(n). In particular
Z(ab) = Z(a) ∪ Z(b).
So we easily reduce to the case where S is either an arithmetic progression, or an
elementary p-nested set.
For any arithmetic progression it is easy to find a recurrence sequence with that
particular zero set. Suppose that S = Sq(c0; c1, . . . , cr). If c0, . . . , cr are all integers
then Conjecture 3.5 implies Conjecture 3.6. Otherwise, we still have that (q−1)ci ∈ Z
for all i. There exists a K-recurrence sequence a ∈ KN such that
Z(a) = Sq((q − 1)c0; (q − 1)c1, . . . , (q − 1)cr)
by Conjecture 3.5. Define b ∈ KN by b(n) = a((q − 1)n) for all n ∈ N, i.e., b = T q−10 a.
It follows that
Z(b) = (Lq−10 )
−1(Z(a)) =
= (Lq−10 )
−1(Sq((q − 1)c0; (q − 1)c1, . . . , (q − 1)cr)) = Sq(c0; c1, . . . , cr).

4. p-Automatic sequences
We first give the necessary definitions for finite automata. Let p be a positive integer
and define the alphabet A = {0, 1, 2, . . . , p − 1}. Let A⋆ be the set of all finite words
in the alphabet A (including the empty word). A subset L ⊆ A⋆ is called a language.
Definition 4.1. (See [12, §1.9].) The set of regular languages R is the smallest subset
of the set of all languages such that
(1) ∅ ∈ R, and {v} ∈ R for all v ∈ A;
(2) If L,M ∈ R, then L ∪M ∈ R, L ◦M ∈ R (the set of all concatenations of a
word in L and a word in M).
(3) If L ∈ R, then L⋆ ∈ R where L⋆ is the Kleene closure, i.e., the set of all possible
concatenations of elements in L.
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Definition 4.2. A finite automaton with alphabet A is a finite set V called the set of
states, an initial state I ∈ V, a set of final states F ⊆ V together with a map
τ : V × A → V.
We will write S · t instead of τ(S, t) for t ∈ A and S ∈ V. For a word w = trtr−1 · · · t0
we inductively define
S · w = S · trtr−1 · · · t0 := (S · tr) · (tr−1tr−2 · · · t0).
This way, we may view τ as a right action of the monoid A⋆ on V. We say that the
automaton accepts the word w if I · w ∈ F .
Theorem 4.3. (See [12, Theorem 2.5.1]) A language L is regular if and only if it is
the set accepted words for some automaton.
An automaton can be represented by a graph. The set of vertices are labeled by V.
For each state S ∈ V and each i ∈ A we draw an arrow from S to S · i with label i.
The initial state vertex we will draw as a square and all other states will be round.
Final states are solid vertices and all other states are open vertices.
Example 4.4. Consider an automaton for p = 2 with V = {I, A,B} where I is an
initial state and A and B are two other states. The set of final states is F = {A}. We
define τ : V × {0, 1} → V by I · 0 = A, I · 1 = B, A · 0 = B, A · 1 = I, B · 0 = I and
B · 1 = A. The set of accepted words is
L = {0, 11, 001, 010, 100, 0000, 0111, 1011, 1101, 1110, . . .}.
In fact, L is the set of all words for which the number of 0’s minus the number of 1’s
is congruent 1 modulo 3. The graph of the automaton is as follows:
B
A
I
1
1
1
00
0
Words in the alphabet A can be viewed as nonnegative integers written in base p.
For a word w = trtr−1 · · · t0 we define
[w]p = trp
r + tr−1p
r−1 + · · ·+ t0.
For a nonnegative integer n ∈ N there exists a unique word w = trtr−1 · · · t0 ∈ A
⋆ with
tr 6= 0 and n = [w]p.
Definition 4.5. A subset of S ⊆ N is called p-automatic if there exists an automaton
such that a word w ∈ A⋆ is accepted if and only if [w]p ∈ S. We call such an automaton
an automaton that produces S.
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In other words, S ⊆ N is p-automatic if and only if the language {w | [w]p ∈ S} is
regular by Theorem 4.3. Note that such an automaton accepts a word w if and only if
it accepts the word 0w. Without loss of generality one may assume that I · 0 = I.
If w = trtr−1 · · · t0 is a word, then the reverse word w
rev is defined by
wrev := t0t1 · · · tr.
We also define
w · S = S · wrev
for any word w ∈ A⋆ and any state S ∈ V. This way, we can view A⋆ as a monoid
acting on the left on V.
Definition 4.6. A subset of S ⊆ N is called reversely p-automatic if there exists an
automaton such that a word w ∈ A⋆ is accepted if and only if [wrev]p ∈ S. We call
such an automaton an automaton that produces S reversely.
Lemma 4.7. A subset of S ⊆ N is p-automatic if and only if it is reversely p-automatic.
Proof. Let L = {w ∈ A⋆ | [w]p ∈ S}. Now S is p-automatic if and only if L is regular,
and S is reversely p-automatic if and only if
Lrev := {wrev | w ∈ L}
is regular. It is clear from the symmetry in Definition 4.1 that L is regular if and only
if Lrev is regular. (I thank Andreas Blass for pointing this out to me.) 
Suppose that a p-automaton produces S ⊆ N. Then the set (Lpt )
−1(S) is also p-
automatic. Indeed, if instead of I, we take I · t as initial state, then the automaton
will produce (Lpt )
−1(S) instead of S. If w = trtr−1 · · · t0 is a word, then
(Lptr)
−1(Lptr−1)
−1 · · · (Lpt0)
−1(S) = (Lpt0L
p
t1 · · ·L
p
tr)
−1(S) = (Lp
r+1
[trtr−1···t0]p
)−1(S)
is p-automatic as well. It is produced by the same automaton that produces S except
that we change the initial state to I · t0t1 · · · tr. Since there only finitely many states,
we get the following corollary.
Corollary 4.8. If S ⊆ N is p-automatic then the set
VS := {(L
pr
i )
−1(S) | r ∈ N, 0 ≤ i < pr}
is finite.
We will also prove the converse. Suppose that VS is finite for some S ⊆ N. Rather
than constructing an automaton that produces S, we will construct an automaton that
produces S reversely. In fact, we can do this in a canonical way. For the set of states
we take VS. For the initial state we take I := S. For t ∈ A and U ∈ VS we define
U · t := (Lpt )
−1(U). The set of final states is
FS := {U ∈ VS | 0 ∈ U}.
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A word w = t0t1 . . . tr ∈ A
⋆ is accepted by this automaton if and only if
S · t0t1 · · · tr = (L
p
tr)
−1(Lptr−1)
−1 · · · (Lpt0)
−1(S) = (Lp
r+1
[trtr−1···t0]p
)−1(S) = (Lp
r+1
[wrev]p
)−1(S)
contains 0. Therefore w is accepted if and only if [wrev]p ∈ S.
Proposition 4.9. The converse of Corollary 4.8 is true: if VS is finite, then S is p-
automatic. The automaton constructed above has the smallest number of states (namely
|VS|) among all automata that produce S reversely.
Proof. Suppose that VS is finite. We already constructed an automaton that produces
S reversely whose set of states is VS. Assume that we have another automaton that
produces S reversely. Suppose that this automaton is given by the set of states V, the
initial state I ∈ V, a set of final states F ⊆ V and
τ : V × A → V.
By definition w · I ∈ F if and only if [w]p ∈ S. Without loss of generality we may
assume that each state in V can be reached by a path from I. We define a map
ψ : V → VS as follows. For any state R ∈ V we define
ψ(R) = {[w]p | w · R ∈ F}.
If R = u · I and u has length r then
[wu]p ∈ S ⇔ wu · I ∈ F ⇔ w · R ∈ F ⇔ [w]p ∈ ψ(R).
It follows that
ψ(R) = (Lp
r
[u]p
)−1(S) ∈ VS.
From this it is easy to see that ψ is well-defined and surjective. 
Example 4.10. Suppose that
S = {0, 1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 12, 16, . . .} ⊆ N
is the subset of all nonnegative integers which have an even number of 0’s in their
binary expansion, together with 0. If we write integers in base 2 we have
S = {0, 1, 11, 100, 111, 1001, 1010, 1100, . . .}.
The set S is 2-automatic. An automaton that produces S is for example:
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00
1
0
1
1
The set VS contains 4 elements. The first element is S itself. The set (L
2
0)
−1(S) consists
of all positive integers with an odd number of zeroes in their binary expansion together
with 0. The set (L42)
−1(S) is the set of all positive integers with an odd numbers of
zeroes in their binary expansion. Finally, the set (L82)
−1(S) consists of all positive
integers with an even number of zeroes in their binary expansion. Using the set VS we
construct a automaton that produces S reversely. The graph of the automaton is as
follows:
{10,101,110,1000,...}{0,10,101,110,1000,...}
{0,1,11,100,111,1001,...} {1,11,100,111,1001,...}
1
1
0 0
1
1
0 0
A
Example 4.11. Let p = 2 and let
S = {0, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 15, 31, . . .}
be the set of all nonnegative integers which have an even number of 1’s in their base 2
expansion. In base 2 we get
S = {0, 11, 101, 110, 1001, 1010, 1100, 1111, 10001, . . .}.
The automaton producing S reversely is as follows:
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0
0
1 1
{0,11,101,110,1001,1010,1100,...}
{1,10,100,111,1000,1011,1101,...}
Example 4.12. Let p = 2 and let S be the set of all nonnegative integers which have
only 0’s and 1’s in their base 4 extension. We have
S = {0, 1, 4, 5, 16, 17, 20, 21, . . .}
and
S = {0, 1, 100, 101, 10000, 10001, 10100, 10101, . . .}
in base 2. The automaton producing S reversely is as follows:
{0,10,1000,1010,100000,100010,...}
{0,1,100,101,10000,10001,10100,...}
00
{}10
1
1
Lemma 4.13. Suppose that S ⊆ N is a subset and N is a positive integer. Then S is
p-automatic if and only if (LNj )
−1(S) is p-automatic for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1.
Proof. The set S is p-automatic if and only if
(9) {(LNj )
−1(Lp
e
i )
−1(S) | e ∈ N, 0 ≤ i < pe, 0 ≤ j < N}.
is finite. On the other hand (LNk )
−1(S) is p-automatic for k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 if and
only if
(10) {(Lp
e
l )
−1(LNk )
−1(S) | e ∈ N, 0 ≤ l < pe, 0 ≤ k < N}.
is finite. If pej + i = Nl + k with 0 ≤ i, l < pe and 0 ≤ j, k < N then we have
Lp
e
i L
N
j = L
Npe
pej+i = L
Npe
Nl+k = L
N
k L
pe
l .
It follows that (9) and (10) are the same. 
The previous lemma shows that any arithmetic progression is p-automatic. A major
step toward the proof of Theorem 1.8 is the following result.
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Theorem 4.14. If K is a field of characteristic p > 0 and a ∈ KN is a recurrence
sequence, then the Z(a) is p-automatic.
The next section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 4.14.
5. Free Frobenius splitting
Suppose that K is a finitely generated field over Fp. For any subset V of K we define
V 〈p〉 = {f p | f ∈ V }.
For α ∈ R we denote the largest integer ≤ α by ⌊α⌋.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that V is an n-dimensional Fp-subspace of K containing 1. Then
we have
V l ⊆ (V ⌊l/p⌋)〈p〉V n(p−1).
Proof. Let e1, . . . , en be a basis of V . Then V
l is spanned by monomials in e1, . . . , en
of degree l. Let
f = ea11 e
a2
2 · · · e
an
n
be such a monomial. We can write ai = pbi + ci with 0 ≤ ci ≤ (p− 1). Then we have
f = upv
where u =
∏
i e
bi
i ∈ V
⌊l/p⌋ and v =
∏
i e
ci
i ∈ V
n(p−1). 
Let K〈p〉 = {f p | f ∈ K} be the subfield of K of all p-th powers. The field extension
K : K〈p〉 has finite degree, say m, and we can write
K = K〈p〉h1 ⊕K
〈p〉h2 ⊕ · · · ⊕K
〈p〉hm
for certain h1, h2, . . . , hm ∈ K. Define π1, π2, . . . , πm : K → K by
f =
m∑
i=1
πi(f)
phi
for all f ∈ K. Note that πi(g
pf) = gπi(f) for all h, f ∈ K.
Proposition 5.2. Suppose that V ⊆ K is a finite dimensional Fp-subspace. Then
there exists a finite dimensional Fp-subspace W of K containing V such that
πi(VW ) ⊆W
for all i.
Proof. Without loss of generality we way assume that V contains 1, h1, . . . , hm and
generators of the field K over Fp. Let R be the ring generated by V . We have
R ⊇ R〈p〉h1 ⊕R
〈p〉h2 ⊕ · · · ⊕R
〈p〉hm.
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The module M = R/(R〈p〉h1 ⊕ R
〈p〉h2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ R
〈p〉hm) is a finitely generated torsion
R〈p〉-module. There exists a nonzero g ∈ R, such that gpM = 0. If we localize with
respect to g we get
Rg = Rgp = (Rg)
〈p〉h1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ (Rg)
〈p〉hm.
Without loss of generality we may assume that V contains g−1.
The above discussion shows that we only have to prove the proposition in the case
where the ring R generated by V satisfies
(11) R = R〈p〉h1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ R
〈p〉hm.
Let n := dimFp V . By Lemma 5.1 we have
(12) V l ⊆ (V ⌊l/p⌋)〈p〉V n(p−1).
From (11) follows that there exists a constant C such that
(13) V n(p−1) ⊆ (V C)〈p〉h1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ (V
C)〈p〉hm.
Combining (12) and (13) gives
V l ⊆ (V C+⌊l/p⌋)〈p〉h1 ⊕ · · · (V
C+⌊l/p⌋)〈p〉hm.
If l > Cp/(p− 1) then
C + ⌊ l
p
⌋ ≤ C + l
p
< l(p−1)
p
+ l
p
= l
which implies that
V l ⊆ (V l−1)〈p〉h1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ (V
l−1)〈p〉hm.
So we may take W = V l−1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.14. If we change finitely many entries in the sequence a then Z(a)
will stay the same up to a finite set. Without loss of generality we may assume that a is
basic by changing finitely many entries in a. In regard of Lemma 4.13 and Lemma 2.4
we may also assume that a is simple and nondegenerate. This means that we can write
(after enlarging K)
a(n) =
d∑
i=1
βiα
n
i
with α1, . . . , αd, β1, . . . , βd ∈ K \ {0}. We may assume without loss of generality that
α1, . . . , αd are distinct. Let V ⊆ K be the Fp-space spanned by all α
j
i with 0 ≤ j < p
and all βi. Let W be as in the Proposition 5.2. Define ai = (α
0
i , α
1
i , . . . ). Then we can
write
a = β1a1 + β2a2 + · · ·+ βrad.
Consider the Fq-vector space
U =Wa1 +Wa2 + · · ·+Wad ⊆W
N
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(this is in fact a direct sum). We claim that
πi(T
p
j U) ⊆ U
for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} and all j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p− 1}. We have
πiT
p
j (Wak) = πiT
p
j (W (α
0
k, α
1
k, . . . )) = πi(W (α
j
k, α
j+p
k , α
j+2p
k , . . . )) =
= πi((Wα
j)(α0k, α
p
k, . . . )) ⊆ πi(WV )(α
0
k, α
1
k, α
2
k, . . . ) ⊆Wak.
This proves that πi(T
p
j U) ⊆ U .
Let W be the set of all
Z(b1) ∩ · · · ∩ Z(br)
with r ∈ N and b1, . . . , br ∈ U . If S ∈ W, then
S = Z(c1) ∩ · · · ∩ Z(ct)
for some c1, . . . , ct ∈ U . Now we get
(Lpi )
−1(S) =
t⋂
j=1
(Lpi )
−1(Z(cj))
and
(Lpi )
−1(Z(cj)) = Z(T
p
i cj) = Z(π1(T
p
i cj)) ∩ · · · ∩ Z(πm(T
p
i cj)) ∈ W
for all j because πl(T
p
i cj) ∈ U for all l and j. We obtain (L
p
i )
−1(S) ∈ W because
W is closed under intersections. This shows that W is closed under the operations
S 7→ (Lpi )
−1(S) for i = 0, 1, . . . , p− 1. Because Z(a) ∈ W we get
VZ(a) ⊆ W
Since W is finite, so is VZ(a). We conclude that Z(a) is p-automatic. 
6. Bounds for zero sets
In this section we find explicit bounds for the zero set of recurrence sequences in
positive characteristic. The following sections do not depend on this section, so this
section may be skipped.
Definition 6.1. Suppose that S ⊆ N is a p-automatic set. We define the p-complexity
of S by
compp(S) := |VS|,
where VS is as in Corollary 4.8.
The p-complexity is a useful measure for complexity of a p-automatic set as the
following lemmas show.
Lemma 6.2. If m ∈ S and S is finite, then m < pcompp(S)−2.
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Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that m is the largest element of S.
If m = 0 then S = {0} and VS = {{0}, ∅}. In this case compp(S) = 2 and
m = 0 < 1 = p0 = pcompp(S)−2.
Suppose that m = [wr · · ·w0]p with w0, . . . , wr ∈ A := {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} and wr 6= 0.
The largest element of L−1w0 (S) is [wr · · ·w1]p. Continuing in this way we say that VS
contains a set whose largest element is [wr · · ·ws]p for s = 0, 1, . . . , r. The set VS also
contains {0} and ∅. So we have compp(S) = |VS| ≥ r+3. On the other hand, m < p
r+1.
We have
m < pr+1 = p(r+3)−2 ≤ pcompp(S)−2.

Lemma 6.3. Suppose that S ⊆ N is p-automatic and nonempty. If m ∈ S is the
smallest element, then m < pcompp(S)−2.
Proof. The proof goes the same as for the previous lemma. 
Lemma 6.4. Suppose that S1, S2 ⊆ N are both p-automatic. Then we have
compp((S1 \ S2) ∪ (S2 \ S1)) ≤ compp(S1) compp(S2).
Proof. Every element of V(S1\S2)∪(S2\S1) is of the form
(U1 \ U2) ∪ (U2 \ U1)
with U1 ∈ VS1 and U2 ∈ VS2 . 
Similar proofs show that
compp(S1 ∩ S2) ≤ compp(S1) compp(S2),
compp(S1 ∪ S2) ≤ compp(S1) compp(S2),
and so forth.
Proposition 6.5. Suppose that α1(x), . . . , αd(x), β1(x), . . . , βd(x) ∈ Fq[x] where q is a
power of the prime p and define a ∈ Fq[x]
N by
a(n) = β1(x)α1(x)
n + · · ·+ βd(x)αd(x)
n.
Suppose that k ≥ 2 such that deg(αi(x)) ≤ k and deg(βi(x)) ≤ (p− 1)k for all i. Then
we have
compp(Z(a)) ≤ q
d2k4p4 .
Proof. Let V be the space all polynomials of degree ≤ (p − 1)k. We choose W as
in Proposition 5.2. We follow the proof of Proposition 5.2 to find W explicitly. Let
m := p and define h1, . . . , hp by hi = x
i−1. We get a decomposition
Fq[x] = Fq[x]h1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fq[x]hp.
Let n = dimFq V = k(p− 1) + 1. We need to choose C such that
(14) V n(p−1) ⊆ (V C)〈p〉h1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ (V
C)〈p〉hp.
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Now V n(p−1) is the set of all polynomials of degree ≤ n(p− 1)2k and
(V C)〈p〉h1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ (V
C)〈p〉hp
is the set of all polynomials of degree at most Cpk(p− 1) + (p− 1). It suffices that
n(p− 1)2k ≤ Cpk(p− 1) + (p− 1)
which is equivalent to
n(p− 1)k ≤ Cpk + 1
and (because k ≥ 2) to
n ≤
Cp
p− 1
.
We take C = ⌈n(p− 1)/p⌉, so that
(15)
Cp
p− 1
≤
n(p− 1) + (p− 1)
p
=
(n+ 1)(p− 1)
p
=
=
((p− 1)k + 2)(p− 1)
p
<
k(p + 1)(p− 1)
p
< kp.
In the proof of Proposition 5.2 we must take l such that l > Cp/(p − 1). So we may
take l = kp by (15). Define W = V l−1 = V kp−1 which is the set of polynomials of
degree ≤ (kp− 1)k(p− 1). We have dimW = (kp− 1)k(p− 1) + 1 ≤ k2p2.
For U as in the proof of Theorem 4.14 we have
u := dimU ≤ d · dimW = dk2p2.
Let W be the set of all
(16) Z(b1) ∩ · · · ∩ Z(br)
where r ∈ N and b1, . . . , br ∈ U . Note that (16) only depends on the Fq-vector space
spanned by b1, . . . , br. Therefore |W| is bounded by the number of subspaces of U .
Every subspace of U can be generated by a u × u matrix with entries in Fq. So a
(rough) upper bound for the number of subspaces of U is
qu
2
≤ qd
2k4p4 .
We conclude that
|VZ(a)| ≤ |W| ≤ q
d2k4p4.

Corollary 6.6. In the setup of Proposition 6.5, we have then
min(Z(a)) < pq
d2k4p4
.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 6.5 and Lemma 6.3. 
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Corollary 6.7. In the setup of Proposition 6.5, if Z(a) is finite, then
max(Z(a)) < pq
d2k4p4
.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 6.5 and Lemma 6.2. 
Proposition 6.8. Suppose that K is a finitely generated field over Fp and a ∈ K
N is a
K-recurrence sequence which is simple and nondegenerate. (Assume that the recurrence
relation is explicitly known.) One can compute an explicit bound N(a) such that
compp(Z(a)) ≤ N(a).
Proof. By possibly enlarging the field K we can explicitly write
a(n) = β1α
n
1 + · · ·+ βdα
n
d
where α1, . . . , αd, β1, . . . , βd ∈ K. As in the proof of Proposition 6.5, we can follow the
proofs of Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 4.14 to find an explicit bound for N(a). 
Proof of Theorem 1.10. We can reduce to the case where a is simple and nondegenerate
by Lemma 2.4. It is possible to explicitly enumerate all p-normal sets S1, S2, . . . . We
can verify whether Z(a) = Si as follows. Proposition 6.8 gives an upper bound for
compp(Z(a)). One can explicitly construct an automaton that produces Si reversely.
This gives an upper bound compp(Si). Let
Ui = (Z(a) \ Si) ∪ (Si \ Z(a)).
Then compp(Ui) ≤ compp(Z(a)) compp(Si) by Lemma 6.4, so we have an explicit upper
bound for compp(Ui), say compp(Ui) ≤ N . If Ui is nonempty then the smallest element
of Ui is at most p
N−2 (see Lemma 6.3). So we have that Si = Z(a) if and only if
Si ∩ {0, 1, 2, . . . , p
N−2} = Z(a) ∩ {0, 1, 2, . . . , pN−2}
and this can be verified in a finite amount of time. 
7. Automata producing zero sets
For any simple nondegenerate linear recurrence sequence a ∈ KN where K is a field
of characteristic p > 0 we constructed a p-automaton that produces Z(a) reversely. In
this section we will study how such an automaton can look like. As it turns out, these
automata have a very special form.
Definition 7.1. Suppose that S ⊆ N is of the form Z(a) for some simple nondegenerate
recurrence sequence a ∈ KN where K is a field of characteristic p > 0. We define the
level ℓ(S) of S as the smallest nonnegative integer d for which we can write
S = Z(b1) ∩ · · · ∩ Z(br)
where b1, . . . , br ∈ K
N are linear recurrence sequences of order ≤ d.
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For example ℓ(N) = 0 because the zero sequence has minimum polynomial 1. Also
ℓ(∅) = 1 because the sequence that is constant 1 has minimum polynomial S − 1. If
S 6= ∅,N then ℓ(S) ≥ 2 because any linear recurrence sequence of order 1 is constant.
Example 7.2. Let a ∈ F2(x)
N be defined by
a(n) = (x+ 1)n − xn − 1
(See Example 1.3). The automaton producing Z(a) = {1, 2, 4, 8, . . .} reversely is:
0
3 {1,10,100,1000,...}
{0}
{}10
1
0
1
1
2
level
(elements of N are written in base 2).
Example 7.3. Let a ∈ F3(x)
N be defined by
a(n) = (x+ 1)n − xn − 1
(See Example 1.3). The automaton producing Z(a) = {1, 3, 9, 27, . . .} reversely is:
2
0
12
2
3 {1,10,100,1000,...}
{0}
{}10
0
1
1
level
2
(elements in N are written in base 3).
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Example 7.4. Let a ∈ F2(x, y, z)
N be defined by
a(n) = (x+ y + z)n − (x+ y)n − (x+ z)n − (y + z)n + xn + yn + zn
(See Proposition 3.2). The automaton producing Z(a) = {2i + 2j | i, j ∈ N} ∪ {1}
reversely is:
3
2
{}10
1
1
1
{0}
{1,10,11,100,101,110,1000,1001,...}4
0
0
{0,1,10,100,1000,...}
1
0
level
(in base 2).
Example 7.5. Let a ∈ F4(x)
N be defined by
a(n) = xn + (x+ 1)n + (x+ α)n + (x+ 1 + α)n
as in Example 3.4. The automaton producing Z(a) reversely is:
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3
2
1
4
0
0
1
10
1
0
0
{0,1,10,100,101,1000,1010,10000,...}
{0}
{}
1
{0,1,100,1000,...}
{0,10,1000,...}
1
0
level
(in base 2).
Proposition 7.6. Suppose that a is a simple nondegenerate nonzero recurrence se-
quence of order d in a field K of characteristic p > 0. Consider the automaton that
produces S = Z(a) reversely and its graph.
(a) If Q,R ∈ VS and there is a path from Q to R then ℓ(Q) ≥ ℓ(R).
(b) If Q,R ∈ VS with ℓ(Q) ≥ 2 and there are two distinct paths from Q to R of the
same length, then ℓ(Q) > ℓ(R).
(c) N 6∈ VS.
(d) ∅ ∈ VS.
Proof. (a) Suppose that R = (Lpi )
−1(Q) and that
Q =
r⋂
j=1
Z(bj)
where bj is a simple nondegenerate recurrence sequence of order ≤ ℓ(Q) for all j. Then
R =
r⋂
j=1
Z(T pi bj)
and T pi bj has order ≤ ℓ(Q) for all j by Lemma 2.1. It follows that ℓ(R) ≤ ℓ(Q).
(b) Suppose that there are 2 paths from Q to R of length r. We can write
Q = Z(a1) ∩ · · · ∩ Z(as)
where ai is a simple nondegenerate recurrence sequence of order at most d := ℓ(Q).
Since there are two paths of length r from Q to R, we have
(Lp
r
j )
−1(Q) = R = (Lp
r
k )
−1(Q)
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for some j, k with 0 ≤ j < k < pr. This implies
R =
r⋂
i=1
Z(T p
r
j ai)
and
R =
r⋂
i=1
Z(T p
r
k ai)
By Lemma 7.7 below we can write
Z(T p
r
j ai) ∩ Z(T
pr
k ai) = Z(bi) ∩ Z(ci)
for certain recurrence sequences bi and ci of order ≤ d− 1. We see that
R =
r⋂
i=1
(
Z(T p
r
j ai) ∩ Z(T
pr
k ai)
)
=
r⋂
i=1
(
Z(bi) ∩ Z(ci)
)
.
It follows that ℓ(R) ≤ d− 1 < ℓ(Q).
(c) For every Q ∈ VS there exists an r and j such that Q = Z(T
pr
j a). Since a is
simple and nondegenerate, T p
r
j a cannot be the 0 sequence by Lemma 2.6.
(d) Let Q ∈ VS with ℓ(Q) minimal. There are p
r paths starting at Q of length r.
Choose r such that pr > |VS|. By the pigeonhole principle, there are two paths of
length r which have the same endpoint, say R. If ℓ(Q) ≥ 2 then ℓ(Q) > ℓ(R) by part
(b) and we have a contradiction. Therefore, ℓ(Q) ≤ 1, so Q = ∅ or Q = N. But Q 6= N
by part (c). 
Lemma 7.7. Suppose that a ∈ KN is a simple and nondegenerate sequence of order
d ≥ 2 where K is a field of characteristic p > 0. If j 6= k then there exist simple and
nondegenerate sequences b, c ∈ KN of order ≤ d− 1 such that
Z(T p
r
j a) ∩ Z(T
pr
k a) = Z(b) ∩ Z(c).
Proof. We can write
a(n) =
d∑
i=1
βiα
n
i .
We have
(T p
r
j a)(n) =
d∑
i=1
(βiα
j
i )(α
pr
i )
n
(and a similar formula for T p
r
k a). Define
b = αk1T
pr
j a− α
j
1T
pr
k a
and
c = αk2T
pr
j a− T
pr
j α
j
2T
pr
k a.
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By construction, the coefficient of (αp
r
1 )
n in b(n) vanishes. Similarly, the coefficient of
(αp
r
2 )
n in c(n) vanishes. This shows that b and c have order ≤ d − 1. Since α1/α2 is
not a root of unity, we have
det
(
αk1 −α
j
1
αk2 −α
j
2
)
6= 0.
Therefore, the K-span of b and c is the same as the span of T p
r
k a and T
pr
j a, hence
Z(T p
r
j a) ∩ Z(T
pr
k a) = Z(b) ∩ Z(c).

Definition 7.8. Let A = {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}. Suppose that u0, u1, . . . , ud, w1, . . . , wd ∈
A⋆. We define
Up(u0, u1, . . . , ud;w1, . . . , wd) = {[udw
kd
d ud−1w
kd−1
d−1 · · ·u1w
k1
1 u0]p | k1, k2, . . . , kd ∈ N} ⊆ N.
Proposition 7.9. Let a ∈ KN be a nonzero, simple and nondegenerate sequence of
order d, where K is a field of characteristic p > 0. Then S := Z(a) is a finite union
of sets of the form Up(u0, . . . , um;w1, . . . , wm) with m ≤ d− 2.
Proof. If w = irir−1 · · · i0 then the path given by the word w starting at some vertex
Q is the path in the graph that visits the vertices
Q, i0 ·Q, i1i0 ·Q, . . . , irir−1 · · · i0 ·Q.
A vertex Q in VS is called a loop vertex if there is a nontrivial path from Q to itself.
In other words, Q is a loop vertex if and only if w · Q = Q for some nontrivial word
w. Let us choose w nontrivial of minimal length such that w · Q = Q. Then the path
from Q to Q via w does not intersect itself (except at the beginning and the end). We
claim that every path from Q to Q is given by a power of w. Suppose that u ·Q = Q.
We can write u = yws where y is a path that does not have w as a prefix, i.e., y is
not of the form zw for some word z. If y is the trivial path then were are done, so
assume to the contrary that y is not trivial. Let e and f be the lengths of w and y
respectively. Then ye and wf are paths from Q to Q of length ef . Since tautologically
ℓ(Q) = ℓ(Q), we have ye = wf by Proposition 7.6(b). Since e ≤ f , w has to be a prefix
of y. Contradiction. We conclude that every loop from Q to Q is given by a power of
w.
Suppose that n ∈ S. We can write n = [w]p for some word w. Consider the path
γ from S to Q := w · S given by w. Define S0, S1, S2, . . . as follows. First we define
S0 = S. For j > 0 we define Sj as the first loop vertex in the path γ from which there
exists no path to Sj−1 if such a vertex exists. Suppose that we can define S1, S2, . . . , Sm
in this way. We define Sm+1 = Q. We can write
w = umw
lm
m um−1w
lm−1
m−1um−2 · · ·u1w
l1
1 u0
where uj defines a path from Sj to Sj+1 without self-intersection, wj defines the unique
nontrivial loop at vertex Sj without self intersection, and lj ∈ N for all j.
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For j with 1 ≤ j < m, for every i, k we have that
wlj+1ujw
k
j
defines a path from Sj to Sj+1. Let sj and sj+1 be the lengths of wj and wj+1 re-
spectively. Then w
sj
j+1uj and ujw
sj+1
j define paths from Sj to Sj+1 of equal length.
Since w
sj
j+1uj visits vertex Sj only once at the beginning, and ujw
sj+1
j visits Sj exactly
sj+1 + 1 times, we have that w
sj
j+1uj 6= ujw
sj+1
j . From Proposition 7.6(b) follows that
ℓ(Sj+1) > ℓ(Sj).
We deduce that S contains Up(u0, u1, . . . , um;w1, . . . , wm). Note that
d ≥ ℓ(S) = ℓ(S0) > ℓ(S1) > ℓ(S2) > · · · > ℓ(Sm) ≥ ℓ(Sm+1) = ℓ(Q) ≥ 2.
It follows that m ≤ d− 2.
Since there are only finitely many paths without self-intersection and only finitely
many loops without self-intersection, it follows that S is a finite union of sets of the
form Up(u0, u1, . . . , um;w1, . . . , wm) with m ≤ d− 2. 
8. Proof of the main result
In this section will prove Theorem 2.7. This also completes the proof of Theorem 1.8.
Lemma 8.1. Suppose that a ∈ KN is a simple nondegenerate sequence in a field K of
characteristic p > 0. Suppose that q is a power of p and that r, s ∈ Q. If
{r + sqn | n ≥ m} ⊆ Z(a)
for some constant m ∈ N then
{r + sqn | n ∈ N} ∩ N ⊆ Z(a).
Proof. We can write
a(n) =
d∑
i=1
βiα
n
i
where αi/αj is not a root of unity for all i 6= j. Choose N ∈ N such that Nr,Ns ∈ Z.
Choose λi such that λ
N
i = αi. Then λi/λj is not a root of unity for i 6= j and
b(n) =
d∑
i=1
βiλ
n
i
is a simple nondegenerate sequence with b(Nn) = a(n) and
b(Nr + (Ns)qn) = a(r + sqn).
The sequence c(n) defined by
c(n) = b(Nr + (Ns)n) = a(r + sn)
is also a simple nondegenerate sequence. So we can reduce the lemma to the case that
r = 0 and s = 1.
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Let us assume that
a(n) =
d∑
i=1
βiα
n
i .
is a simple nondegenerate sequence with a(qn) = 0 for n ≥ m. We will show that
a(qn) = 0 for all n ∈ N. Consider the element
x =
d∑
i=1
βi ⊗ αi ∈ K ⊗Fq K
Suppose that x 6= 0. Let us write
x =
e∑
i=1
δi ⊗ γi
where e is minimal. This implies that γ1, . . . , γe are linearly independent over Fq.
Similarly, δ1, . . . , δe are linearly independent over Fq. Let φ : K → K be the Frobe-
nius homomorphism defined by φ(ǫ) = ǫq. The homomorphism φ leaves the field Fq
invariant. Define ψ : K ⊗Fq K → K by ψ(
∑
i λi ⊗ νi) =
∑
i λiνi. We have
ψ ◦ (id⊗φn)
( d∑
i=1
βi ⊗ αi
)
= ψ
( d∑
i=1
βi ⊗ α
qn
i
)
=
d∑
i=1
βiα
qn
i = a(q
n).
By assumption this is equal to 0 for n ≥ m. On the other hand, this is equal to
ψ ◦ (id⊗φn)
( e∑
i=1
δi ⊗ γi
)
= ψ
( e∑
i=1
δi ⊗ γ
qn
i
)
=
e∑
i=1
δi ⊗ γ
qn
i =
e∑
i=1
δiγ
qn
i
Define c1, . . . , ce ∈ K
N by
cj(n) = γ
qn
j .
We know that Emc1, . . . , E
mce are linearly dependent over K because( e∑
j=1
δjE
mcj
)
(n) =
e∑
j=1
δjγ
qm+n
j = a(q
n+m) = 0
for all n ∈ N. Choose j maximal such that Enc1, . . . , E
ncj−1 are linearly independent
for all n ∈ N. Then Enc1, . . . , E
ncj are linearly dependent for n large enough. There
are unique ǫ1, . . . , ǫj−1 ∈ K such that
(17) Encj =
j−1∑
i=1
ǫiE
nci.
Taking the q-th power of (17) yields:
(18) En+1cj = (E
ncj)
q =
j−1∑
i=1
ǫqi (E
nci)
q =
j−1∑
i=1
ǫqiE
n+1ci.
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Applying E to (17) yields:
(19) En+1cj =
j−1∑
i=1
ǫiE
n+1ci.
Subtracting (19) from (18) gives:
0 =
j−1∑
i=1
(ǫqi − ǫi)E
n+1ci
Since En+1c1, E
n+1c2, . . . , E
n+1cj−1 are linearly independent over K, we conclude
that
ǫqi = ǫi
for i = 1, 2, . . . , j − 1. This means that ǫ1, . . . , ǫj−1 ∈ Fq. Therefore
Enc1 = c
qn
1 , . . . , E
ncj = c
qn
j
are linearly dependent over Fq. Taking the q
n-th root shows us that c1, . . . , cj are
linearly dependent over Fq. But then γ1, . . . , γj are linearly dependent over Fq. Con-
tradiction! We conclude that x = 0. It follows that a(qn) = 0 for all n. 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. By Proposition 7.9, Z(a) is a finite union of sets of the form
Up(u0, u1, . . . , um;w1, . . . , wm) with m ≤ d− 2. Let ri be the length of wi and let r be
the least common multiple of r1, . . . , rm. We can write Up(u0, . . . , um;w1, . . . , wm) as a
finite union of sets of the form
Up(u
′
0, . . . , u
′
m;w
k1
1 , . . . , w
km
m )
where ki = r/ri. This shows that Z(a) is a finite union of sets of the form
Up(u0, u1, . . . , um;w1, . . . , wm)
where w1, . . . , wm all have the same length r. Set q = p
r and let ti be the length of ui
for all i. From
[umw
km
m um−1w
km−1
m−1 · · ·u1w
k1
1 u0]p =
m∑
i=0
[ui]pp
t0+t1+···+ti−1qk1+k2+···+ki+
+
m∑
i=1
[wi]pp
t0+t1+···+ti−1qk1+···+ki−1
(qki − 1
q − 1
)
follows that the set Uq(u0, . . . , um;w1, . . . , wm) has the form
(20) {c0 + c1q
l1 + c2q
l2 + · · ·+ crq
lm | 0 ≤ l1 ≤ l2 ≤ · · · ≤ lm}
with c0, c1, . . . , cm ∈ Q such that c0 + · · ·+ cm ∈ Z and (q − 1)ci ∈ Z for all i. We will
show that Z(a) contains
{c0 + c1q
l1 + c2q
l2 + · · ·+ cmq
lm | l1, . . . , lm ∈ N} ∩ N.
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Suppose that l1, . . . , lm ∈ N such that
c0 + c1q
l1 + c2q
l2 + · · ·+ cmq
lm ∈ N.
We would like to show that
c0 + c1q
l1 + c2q
l2 + · · ·+ cmq
lm ∈ Z(a).
Since cm > 0, it suffices to show, by Lemma 8.1, that
c0 + c1q
l1 + c2q
l2 + · · ·+ cm−1q
lm−1 + cmq
lm+N ∈ Z(a)
for N ≫ 0. We prove this by induction on
D := |{i | 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, li > li+1}|.
The case D = 0 follows from (20). If D > 0, then there exists an i such that li > li+1.
For N sufficiently large we have
ci+1q
li+1 + ci+2q
li+2 + · · ·+ cm−1q
lm−1 + cmq
lm+N > 0.
For M ≥ li − li+1 we get
(c1q
l1 + · · ·+ ciq
li) + (ci+1q
li+1+M + · · ·+ cm−1q
lm−1+M + cmq
lm+M+N) ∈ Z(a)
by induction. From Lemma 8.1 follows that
c0 + c1q
l1 + c2q
l2 + · · ·+ cm−1q
lm−1 + cmq
lm+N ∈ Z(a)
and we are done. 
We remark that Theorem 2.7 is related to the following theorem of Masser (see [15],
[19, §28] and [9, page 707]).
Theorem 8.2. Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0 with algebraic closure K ⊇ K,
d ≥ 1 and let α1, . . . , αd ∈ K \ {0}. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) There exist β1, . . . , βd ∈ K such that
β1α
n
1 + · · ·+ βnα
n
d = 0
for infinitely many n ∈ N;
(2) There exist positive integers u, v ∈ N and γ1, . . . , γd ∈ K such that αi = γ
u
i for
all i and γv1 , . . . , γ
v
d are linearly dependent over Fp;
(3) If L = K∩Fp, then there exist positive integers u, v and elements µ1, . . . , µd ∈ L
and γ1, . . . , γd ∈ K, such that αi = µiγ
u
i for all i and γ
v
1 , . . . , γ
v
d are linearly
dependent over L.
For example, the implication (1) ⇒ (2) follows from the results in this paper as
follows. Suppose that
a(n) = β1α
n
1 + · · ·+ βnα
n
d
satisfies a(n) = 0 for infinitely many n. If a is not nondegenerate, then αi/αj is a root
of unity for some i 6= j, say (αi/αj)
N = 1. Then clearly we may take u = 1 and v = N
and γi = αi for all i. Thus, suppose that a(n) is nondegenerate. By Theorem 2.7 there
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exist r, s ∈ N and p-power q such that a(r + sqn) = 0 for all n. If we follow the proof
of Lemma 8.1 then (2) follows. (In particular x = 0 implies that α1, . . . , αd are linearly
dependent over Fq).
It may be possible to use Masser’s theorem to prove some of the results in this paper.
9. Recurrence sequences in modules
In this section we will study recurrence sequences in modules over arbitrary com-
mutative algebras. Our main goal is to prove Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.9. First we
prove that the intersection of two p-normal sets is again p-normal.
Definition 9.1. A subset N ⊆ Zr is called a rectangular coset in Zr if it is of the form
N = e0 + e1Z+ e2Z+ · · ·+ esZ
where e0, e1, e2, . . . , es ∈ Z
r and e1, . . . , es are pairwise orthogonal nonzero idempotent
elements in Zr.
Note that idempotent vectors in Zr consist of 0’s and 1’s. If ei and ej are orthogonal
(i.e., eiej = 0), then there is no position where ei and ej both have a 1.
Definition 9.2. We call N ⊆ Nr a rectangular coset in Nr if it is of the form
N = e0 + e1N+ · · ·+ esN
where e0, . . . , es ∈ N
r and e1, . . . , es are pairwise orthogonal nonzero idempotents.
Lemma 9.3. Suppose that c1, . . . , cr ∈ Q \ {0} and q ∈ Q with q > 1. The set
A = {(l1, . . . , lr) ∈ Z
r | c1q
l1 + · · ·+ crq
lr = 0}
is a finite union of rectangular cosets in Zr.
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on r. The case r = 1 is clear. Choose D ∈ N
such that
(21) |ciq
D| >
∑
j 6=i
|cj|
for all i.
We claim that for every (l1, . . . , lr) ∈ A there exist distinct indices i and j such that
lj ≤ li ≤ D+ lj: Take i such that li is maximal. Suppose that li > D+ lj for all j 6= i.
Then we get
0 =
r∑
j=1
cjq
lj ,
so
|ci|q
li = |ciq
li| = |
∑
j 6=i
cjq
lj | ≤
∑
j 6=i
|cjq
lj | ≤
∑
j 6=i
|cj |q
li−D
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and
|ci|q
D >
∑
j 6=i
|cj|.
This is in contradiction with (21). Therefore, li ≤ D + lj for some j 6= i.
We can write
A =
⋃
i 6=j
D⋃
k=0
Ai,j,k
where
Ai,j,k = A ∩ {(l1, . . . , lr) | li = lj + k}.
Define
Bi,j,k =
{
(l1, . . . , li−1, li+1, . . . , lr) ∈ Z
r
∣∣c1ql1 + · · ·+ ci−1qli−1 + ci+1qli+1 + · · ·
· · ·+ (ciq
k + cj)q
lj + · · ·+ crq
lr = 0
}
,
so that
Ai,j,k = {(l1, . . . , li−1, lj + k, li+1, . . . , lr) ∈ Z
r−1 | (l1, . . . , li−1, li+1, . . . , lr) ∈ Bi,j,k}.
By the induction hypothesis, Bi,j,k is a finite union of rectangular cosets. Therefore,
Ai,j,k is a finite union of rectangular cosets. We conclude that A is a finite union of
rectangular cosets. 
We also have the following monoid version of this Lemma 9.3.
Corollary 9.4. Suppose that c1, . . . , cr ∈ Q are nonzero and q ∈ Q with q > 1. The
set
A = {(l1, . . . , lr) ∈ N
r | c1q
l1 + · · ·+ crq
lr = 0}
is a finite union of rectangular cosets of in Nr.
Proof. This follows from the previous lemma and the observation that a rectangular
coset in Zr intersected with Nr is a rectangular coset in Nr. 
Lemma 9.5. Suppose that S1, S2 ⊆ N. are both p-normal of order ≤ d, then S1 ∩ S2
is p-normal of order ≤ d.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that S1 is an infinite arithmetic
progression or an elementary p-nested set of order ≤ d. Similarly, we may assume that
S2 is an infinite arithmetic progression or an elementary p-nested set of order ≤ d.
case 1: The lemma is clear if both S1 and S2 are infinite arithmetic progressions.
case 2: Suppose S1 = m + nN is an infinite arithmetic progression and S2 =
Sq(c0; c1, . . . , cr) with r ≤ d. Without loss of generality we may assume that m < n.
Then we have S1 = (m+ nZ) ∩ N. We can write n = p
lu with l ∈ N and gcd(u, p) =
gcd(u, q) = 1. Since m + nN = (m + plN) ∩ (m + uN) by the Chinese Remainder
Theorem, we may assume that either gcd(n, q) = 1 or n divides some power of q.
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case 2a: Suppose that gcd(n, q) = 1. Choose s such that qs ≡ 1 mod n(q − 1).
There exists a decomposition
Sq(c0; c1, . . . , cr) =
⋃
0≤l1,...,lr<s
Sqs(c0; c1q
l1 , . . . , crq
lr).
There is an inclusion
Sqs(c0; c1q
l1 , . . . , crq
lr) ⊆ c0 + c1q
l1 + · · · crq
lr + nZ,
because (q − 1)ci ∈ Z for all i and q
s ≡ 1 mod (q − 1)n. It follows that S1 ∩ S2 =
Sq(c0; c1, . . . , cr) ∩ (m+ nZ) is the union of all Sqs(c0; c1q
l1, . . . , crq
lr) for which
c0 + c1q
l1 + · · ·+ crq
lr ≡ m mod n.
So S1 ∩ S2 is p-normal of order ≤ d.
Case 2b: Suppose that n divides qs for some positive integer s. Then Sq(c0; c1, . . . , cr)
is the union of all
Sq(c0 + ci1q
l1 + · · · , ciuq
lu , cj1q
s, cj2q
s, . . . , cjvq
s)
for which {1, 2, . . . , r} is a disjoint union of {i1, . . . , iu} and {j1, . . . , jv}, r = u+ v and
0 ≤ l1, l2, . . . , lu < s . Note that
Sq(c0 + cu1q
l1 + · · · , ciuq
lu , cj1q
s, cj2q
s, . . . , cjvq
s) ⊆ c0 + cu1q
l1 + · · · , ciuq
lu + nZ.
because n divides q. We conclude that S1 ∩ S2 is p-normal of order ≤ d as in case 2a.
case 3: Suppose that S1 = Sq(c0; c1, . . . , cr) and S2 = Sq′(c
′
0; c
′
1, . . . , c
′
r′). If q
′′ is an
integral power of q and also an integral power of q′ then both S1 and S2 can be written
as a finite union of sets of the form Sq′′(f0; f1, . . . , fs). We can reduce to the case where
q′ = q.
The set
M =
{
(l1, . . . , lr, l
′
1, . . . , l
′
r′) ∈ N
r+r′
∣∣c0 + c1ql1 + · · ·+ crqlr = e0 + e1ql′1 + · · ·+ er′ql′r′}
is a finite union of rectangular cosets (see Corollary 9.4). From this it follows that{
(l1, . . . , lr) ∈ N
r
∣∣∃l′1, . . . , l′r′ ∈ N c0 + c1ql1 + · · ·+ crqlr = e0 + e1ql′1 + · · ·+ er′ql′r′}
is also a finite union of rectangular cosets in Nr. Therefore
Sq(c0; c1, . . . , cr) ∩ Sq(c
′
0; c
′
1, . . . , c
′
r′)
is a finite union of sets of the form
Sq(f0; f1, . . . , fu)
with u ≤ r ≤ d. This shows that
S1 ∩ S2 = Sq(c0; c1, . . . , cr) ∩ Sq(c
′
0; c
′
1, . . . , c
′
r′)
is p-normal of order ≤ d. 
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Suppose R is a commutative ring, M is an R-module and p ⊂ R is a prime ideal.
A submodule N ⊆ M is called p-primary if p is the only associated prime of M/N .
We call M p-coprimary if the only associated prime of M is p (i.e., if the submodule
(0) ⊆M is p-primary). (See [3, §3.3])
Lemma 9.6. Suppose that K is a field, R is a finitely generated K-algebra and M is
a finitely generated R-module. If a ∈MN is an R-recurrence sequence of order d, then
there exist prime ideals p1, . . . , pl ∈ R, finitely generated R-modules M1, . . . ,Ml where
Mi is pi-coprimary for all i and R-recurrence sequences a1, a2, . . . , al of order ≤ d with
ai ∈M
N
i such that
Z(a) =
l⋂
i=1
Z(ai).
Proof. We use the primary decomposition of M . There exist prime ideals p1, . . . , pl
and submodules N1, N2, . . . , Nl of M such that
⋂l
i=1Ni = 0 and Ni is a pi-primary
submodule of M for i = 1, 2, . . . , l (see [3, Theorem 3.10]). Let ρi : M →Mi := M/Ni
be the quotient homomorphism. Because the intersection of the kernels of ρi, i =
1, 2, . . . , l is equal to 0, we get
Z(a) =
l⋂
i=1
Z(ρi(a)).
Now take ai = ρi(a) ∈M
N
i . 
Lemma 9.7. Suppose that K is a field of characteristic p, R is a finitely domain over
K and M is a finitely generated torsion-free R-module. Suppose that a ∈ MN is an
R-recurrence sequence of order d. If p = 0 then Z(a) is a union of a finite set and
finitely many infinite arithmetic progressions. If p > 0, then Z(a) is p-normal of order
≤ d− 2.
Proof. Let L be the quotient field of R. We may view a as an L-recurrence sequence
of order ≤ d in the vector space V = M ⊗R L ⊇ M . Choose a basis e1, . . . , er of V .
We can write a =
∑r
i=1 aiei with ai ∈ L
N a L-recurrence sequence of order ≤ d for all
i. We have
Z(a) =
r⋂
i=1
Z(ai).
If p = 0 then each Z(ai) is a union of a finite set and finitely many arithmetic progres-
sions by the Skolem-Mahler-Lech theorem (Theorem 1.1). Hence, Z(a) is a union of a
finite set and finitely many infinite arithmetic progressions.
If p > 0, then Z(ai) is p-normal of order ≤ d − 2 for all i by Theorem 1.8. This
implies that Z(a) is p-normal of order ≤ d− 2 by Lemma 9.5. 
Lemma 9.8. Suppose that K is an infinite field of characteristic p, R is a finitely
generated K-algebra, p ⊆ R is a prime ideal, M is a finitely generated p-coprimary
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module, and a ∈ MN is a linear R-recurrence sequence. If p = 0 then Z(a) is a union
of a finite set and finitely arithmetic progressions. If p > 0 then Z(a) is p-normal.
Proof. By the Noether Normalization Lemma (see for example [3, §8.2.1]), there exist
algebraically independent x1, x2, . . . , xs ∈ R/p such that R/p is a finite K[x1, . . . , xs]-
module. Choose y1, . . . , ys ∈ R such that yi + p = xi for all i.
NowM is also a K[y1, . . . , ys]-module. Since M is p-primary, there exists t ∈ N such
that ptM = 0 (see [3, Proposition 3.9]). We have a filtration
M ⊇ pM ⊇ p2M ⊇ · · · ⊇ ptM = 0.
and each quotient piM/pi+1M is a finite R/pR-module, hence a finite K[y1, . . . , ys]-
module. It follows that M is a finite K[y1, . . . , ys]-module. Similarly, R/p
tR is a finite
K[y1, . . . , ys]-module. The R-module generated by a, Ea, E
2a, . . . is finitely generated
as an R/pt-module, hence it is finitely generated as a K[y1, . . . , ys]-module. Therefore,
a satisfies aK[y1, . . . , ys]-recurrence relation. However, the order of a as aK[y1, . . . , ys]-
recurrence sequence can be larger than the order of a viewed as an R-recurrence se-
quence. Since p ∩K[y1, . . . , ys] = (0), the annihilator in K[y1, . . . , ys] of any nonzero
element in M is the zero ideal. We can reduce to the situation where R = K[y1, . . . , ys]
is the polynomial ring and M is a finitely generated R-module without torsion. We
now apply Lemma 9.7 
Lemma 9.9. Suppose that K is a field, R is a K-algebra and a ∈ MN is a linear R-
recurrence sequence of order d. Then there exists a ring R′ which is finitely generated
over K, a finitely generated R′-module M ′ and a R′-recurrence sequence a′ ∈ (M ′)N
such that
Z(a) = Z(a′).
Proof. There exists a nonnegative integer m and α0, . . . , αm−1 ∈ R such that
Ema =
m−1∑
i=0
αiE
ia.
Set R′ := K[α0, . . . , αm−1]. Then a is also an linear R
′-recurrence sequence. Let N
be the R′-module generated by a, Ea, E2a, E3a, . . . . Then N is finitely generated.
In fact, it is generated by a, Ea, E2a, . . . , Em−1a. Let M ′ be the module generated
by a(0), a(1), a(2), . . . . Then M ′ is a finitely generated R′-module because it is a
homomorphic image of the finitely generated module N via the homomorphism a 7→
a(0). Take a′ = a. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Lemma 9.9 we may assume that R is finitely generated Q-
algebra and M is finitely generated as an R-module. We apply Lemma 9.6. There
exist prime ideals p1, . . . , pl ⊆ R, R-modules M1,M2, . . . ,Ml with Mi pi-coprimary for
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all i, recurrence sequences ai ∈M
N
i for all i such that
Z(a) =
l⋂
i=1
Z(ai).
By Lemma 9.8, Z(ai) is a union of a finite set and finitely many arithmetic progressions
for all i. But then Z(a) also is a union of a finite set and finitely many arithmetic
progressions. 
Lemma 9.10. Suppose that A is an elementary p-nested set of order l which is up to
a finite set contained in a p-nested set B of order d. Then l ≤ d.
Proof. This follows from
δA(n) = Ω(log(n)
l)
and
δB(n) = O(log(n)
d).

Proof of Theorem 1.9. Suppose that K is an infinite field containing Fp (for example
K = Fp, the algebraic closure). We may view a as a R⊗FpK-sequence inM⊗FpK ⊇M
rather than in M . This shows that we may assume that R contains an infinite field
without loss of generality.
By Lemma 9.9 we may assume that R is finitely generated K-algebra and M is
finitely generated as an R-module. By Lemma 9.6 and Lemma 9.5, we can reduce to
the case where there exists a prime ideal p ⊆ R such that M is p-coprimary.
By Lemma 9.8, Z(a) is p-normal. However, it is not yet clear that Z(a) is p-normal
of order ≤ d − 2. We prove Theorem 1.9 by induction on t where t is the smallest
nonnegative integer such that ptM = 0. The case t = 0 is clear.
We can write
Z(a) =
(
F1 ∪
α⋃
i=1
Ai ∪
β⋃
i=1
Bi
)
\ F2
where F1, F2 are finite, Ai is an infinite arithmetic progression for all i and Bi elemen-
tary p-nested for all i. We may assume that all the arithmetic progressions Ai have the
same period, say n. Since the intersection of a set of the form Sq(c0; c1, . . . , cl) with
m+nZ is a union of elementary p-nested sets of order ≤ l (see the proof of Lemma 9.5,
case 2), we may assume that each Bj is contained in m+ nZ for some m ∈ Z. Hence
we may assume that Bj ∩ Ai = ∅ for all i, j.
Suppose that Bj = Sq(c0; c1, . . . , cl). We would like to show that l ≤ d − 2. Let us
write p = (f1, . . . , fk). Define
a′ ∈ (pM)k)N ∼= ((pM)N)k
by
a′ = (f1a, f2a, . . . , fka).
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Then a′ is a R-recurrence sequence of order ≤ d. By induction on t, Z(a′) is p-normal
of order ≤ d− 2. We can write
Z(a′) = (
α′⋃
i=1
A′i ∪B
′) \ F ′,
where F ′ is finite, A′i is an infinite arithmetic progression for all i and B is a p-nested
set of order d− 2.
If Bj ∩ A
′
i is finite for all i, then Bj is up to a finite set contained in B
′. We get
l ≤ d− 2 by Lemma 9.10.
Suppose that Bj ∩ A
′
i is infinite for some i. We can write A
′
i = m
′ + n′N for some
m′, n′ ∈ Z. Then there exists a p-power q′ and c′0, . . . , c
′
l ∈ Q such that
Sq′(c
′
0; c
′
1, . . . , c
′
l) ⊆ Bj ∩ A
′
i ⊂ Z(a) ∩ (m
′ + n′Z).
Now we have
Z(a) ∩ (m′ + n′Z) = Ln
′
m′(Z(T
n′
m′a)).
Since m′ + n′i ∈ Z(a′) for i≫ 0, we get
(T n
′
m′a)(i) ∈ N := {f ∈ N | pf = (0)}
for i≫ 0. Note that N is a finitely generated torsion-free R/p-module, and T n
′
m′a is an
R/p-recurrence sequence of order ≤ d. By Lemma 9.7, Z(T n
′
m′a) is p-normal of order
≤ d− 2. We have
Sq(c
′
0; c
′
1, . . . , c
′
l) ⊆ L
n′
m′(Z(T
n′
m′a)) ⊆ Z(a)
and Ln
′
m′(Z(T
n′
m′a)) is p-normal of order ≤ d − 2. Since Sq(c
′
0; c
′
1, . . . , c
′
l) ⊆ Bj and
Bj ∩ Ak = ∅ for all k, the intersection of Sq(c
′
0; c
′
1, . . . , c
′
l) and any infinite arithmetic
progression in Z(a) is finite. In particular, the intersection of Sq(c
′
0; c
′
1, . . . , c
′
l) and any
infinite arithmetic progression in Ln
′
m′(Z(T
n′
m′a)) is finite. It follows that Sq(c
′
0; c
′
1 . . . , c
′
l)
is up to a finite set contained in a p-nested set of order ≤ d − 2, so l ≤ d − 2 by
Lemma 9.10. 
10. Open problems
Uniform bounds. Suppose that K is a field of characteristic p > 0 and a ∈ KN is
a recurrence sequence of order d such that Z(a) is finite. Does there exist a uniform
upper bound for |Z(a)| depending only on d and K? In characteristic 0 such uniform
bound exists for number fields (see for example [4, 5, 6, 18]).
S-unit equations. Suppose that K is a field and Γ ⊆ K⋆ is a finitely generated
subgroup. Fix β1, . . . , βd ∈ K and consider the set FΓ(β1, . . . , βd) of all (α1, . . . , αd) ∈
Γd such that
(22) β1α1 + · · ·+ βdαd = 1
and no proper subsum
βi1αi1 + · · ·+ βimαim
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with 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < im ≤ d and 1 ≤ m < d is equal to 0. If K has characteristic
0 then FΓ(β1, . . . , βd) is finite (see [17]). In that case an upper bound for the number
of elements of FΓ(β1, . . . , βd) may be given in terms of the number of generators of Γ
and d (see [6, 4, 5]).
If K has positive characteristic then FΓ(β1, . . . , βd) may be infinite. Solutions of (22)
in positive characteristic were studied by Masser in [16]. His results are sufficient to
solve a conjecture of Klaus Schmidt about mixing properties of algebraic Zr-actions.
Our methods here may lead to a precise description of the solutions of (22) in positive
characteristic.
A nonlinear Skolem-Mahler-Lech theorem. A set of the form m + nZ ⊆ Z
with m ∈ Z and n a positive integer is called a doubly infinite arithmetic progression.
The following theorem was recently proven by Jason Bell ([1]).
Theorem 10.1. Suppose that Y is an affine variety over a field K of characteristic 0,
X ⊆ Y is a Zariski closed subset, y ∈ Y , and σ : Y → Y is an automorphism. The set
{n ∈ Z | σn(y) ∈ X}
is a union of a finite set and a finite number of doubly infinite arithmetic progressions.
Bell generalized the methods used in the proof of the Skolem-Mahler-Lech theorem
(in characteristic 0) to prove this result. Given the results in this paper, it is natural
to conjecture the following:
Conjecture 10.2. Suppose that Y is an affine variety over a field K of characteristic
p > 0, X is a Zariski closed subset, y ∈ Y and σ : Y → Y is an automorphism. Then
the set
{n ∈ Z | σn(y) ∈ X}
is a union of a finite set, finitely many doubly infinite arithmetic progressions and
finitely many sets of the form
S˜q(c0; c1, c2, . . . , cs).
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